Biologically active molecules and their receptors regulate growth and development of different cells, tissues, and organ systems ([@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]). Identifying the functions of these cytokines, their range of actions, and the underlying mechanisms is an ongoing endeavor. Such knowledge has helped elucidate the normal roles of these factors---either alone or as part of multifactorial networks---as well as their involvement in abnormal responses associated with initiation and progression of malignant and nonmalignant diseases. This information also offers hope for the potential modulation of these molecules and their receptors for clinical benefit.

The many effects of EPO
=======================

EPO was the first hematopoietically active humoral factor to be identified, purified, and have its gene cloned and expressed ([@bib18]). Now that it is clear that the actions of EPO extend well beyond erythropoiesis ([@bib1]; [@bib11]), it's difficult to believe that to be considered physiologically relevant in the 1970s, it was necessary to demonstrate that a factor had one activity only. In fact, it is now evident that many cytokines and growth factors have multiple targets and actions ([@bib22], [@bib23]). The identification of EPOR expression on different cell types kicked off a search for nonerythropoietic effects of EPO. As a result, we now know that EPO has direct effects on immune cells ([@bib2]; [@bib15], [@bib16]), endothelial cells, and bone marrow stromal cells, as well as cells of the heart, reproductive system, gastrointestinal tract, muscle, kidney, pancreas, and nervous systems ([@bib1]; [@bib7]; [@bib11]; [@bib14]; [@bib25]; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The deletion of EPO or EPOR has identified and clarified several nonerythropoietic functions of EPO, as far ranging as promoting cardiac and CNS development, blocking cell death in stroke models, and improving learning and memory ([@bib27]). EPO is also involved in regulating angiogenesis ([@bib13]), tumor angiogenesis ([@bib19]), and, perhaps directly, in the survival and growth of tumor cells ([@bib26]; [@bib11]; [@bib17]).

![**Multifaceted effects and targets of EPO.** (A) EPO targets many cell types and tissues, including erythroid cells and their progenitors, tumor cells, and a variety of other nonerythroid cells and tissues. (B) EPO signals in erythroid cells via EPOR-EPOR homodimers and in nonerythroid cells via EPOR-CD131 heterodimers. (C) The effects of full-length EPO (FL-EPO) on both erythroid and nonerythroid cells may be blocked by DPP4-truncated EPO (TR-EPO), which itself may lack biological activity depending on which EPOR it targets. +, stimulating effect; ?, action/function not yet known.](JEM_20122760_Fig1){#fig1}

EPO was first used to treat patients with end-stage renal disease and anemia based on their deficiency in production of EPO ([@bib18]; [@bib22]). These treatments were successful in increasing erythrocyte numbers and hemoglobin and hematocrit levels, leading to a decreased need for red cell transfusions and, in many cases, to transfusion independence ([@bib20]). EPO has also been used to treat patients with cancer-associated anemia. However, side effects of EPO treatment quickly emerged, including potentially life-threatening cardiac complications in patients with kidney disease, caused in part by off-target effects on nonerythroid cells ([@bib26]; [@bib12]; [@bib17]). This led to updated practice guidelines for clinical use of EPO and erythropoiesis-stimulating agents ([@bib20]). Given its known off-target effects, it is essential to better understand the range of cell targets responding to EPO and how EPO manifests its effects at the cellular, biochemical, and molecular level.

EPO-induced signaling pathways
==============================

EPO-induced intracellular signaling in erythroid progenitor and precursor cells is mediated via EPOR homodimerization triggered by picomolar concentrations of EPO ([@bib28]; [@bib16]). This initiates activation of Janus kinase (JAK) 2 and signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT) 5, as well as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and NF-κB. Activation of NF-κB itself initiates a set of downstream events, including the release of multiple cytokines, which has a plethora of effects on many cell types, including erythroid cells themselves ([@bib2]; [@bib15]). The effects of EPO can vary in different cell types. For example, although EPO activates NF-κB in erythroid cells, it inhibits this pathway in macrophages, resulting in decreased production of TNF and expression of nitric oxide synthetase ([@bib15]). As a result, EPO protects mice against disease in a colitis model but results in reduced pathogen clearance and survival in mice infected with *Salmonella*. Notably, either neutralization of endogenous Epo or knockout of the *epoR* gene enhanced elimination of *Salmonella* ([@bib15]).

EPO also protects against both type 1 (streptozotocin model) and type 2 (db/db mouse model) diabetes. Protection in these models was mediated by JAK2 signaling directly in pancreatic β cells, resulting in β cell survival and proliferation, reduced inflammation, and increased angiogenesis in the islets ([@bib7]). In this issue of the *JEM*, Dev et al. delineate a novel EPO--EPOR signaling cascade involving a serpin--lysosome--cathespin axis that is required for the cytoprotective effects of EPO on maturing populations of erythroblasts. The same group originally identified *Serpina3g* (Spi2A) as an EPO-responsive gene that is activated to a level similar as other major EPO responsive genes, such as *Oncostatin-M* ([@bib21]; [@bib28]). Oncostatin M is a homeostasis factor for the proliferation of different myeloid progenitor cells, including the erythroid progenitor cell ([@bib5]). Thus, several EPO target genes are factors in erythroid progenitor cell maintenance Activation of Spi2A, which is downstream of JAK2, inhibited cathepsins B and L, as well as lysosome-derived proteases, thus protecting the cell from death ([@bib10]).

EPO can also signal via a heterodimeric receptor composed of an EPOR monomer chain and CD131 ([@bib1]; [@bib29]). This heterodimeric complex, the activation of which requires much higher concentrations of EPO compared with that of the homodimeric EPOR ([@bib11]), is found in nonerythroid cells ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Less is known about this complex compared with the homodimeric EPOR, and more studies are warranted to address unanswered questions regarding the expression of the different EPOR complexes and their activation in different cell types. It's unclear, for example, whether the EPO-triggered signaling cascades downstream of the two EPORs differ, and if so how. Also unknown is whether one cell type can express both EPORs and how this might affect EPO-induced cellular and intracellular effects. In addition, whether other cytokines such as GM-CSF, IL-3, or IL-5 can signal through, interfere with, or modify EPO signaling through the EPOR--CD131 complex remains to be determined.

Multiple influences
===================

Cytokines often work in combination with each other, creating events that may be more physiologically meaningful than the actions of a single cytokine ([@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]). Although EPO alone can stimulate mature subsets of erythroid progenitors, combining EPO with the potent co-stimulating cytokine stem cell factor (SCF) induces proliferation of more immature erythroid progenitors ([@bib4]). Similarly, IL-3 and GM-CSF can also team up with EPO to act on more immature erythroid progenitors ([@bib22], [@bib23]). The cytokine synergy noted in vitro has held up in vivo ([@bib3]). This brings up the question of how modifying, enhancing, or suppressing cytokines may influence the effects of EPO on nonerythroid cells that express one or both EPORs, as well as receptors for GM-CSF, IL-3, and SCF.

Several investigators have undertaken efforts to modify the EPO molecule from its physiological form such that it interacts with only the heterodimeric EPOR--CD131 complex ([@bib11]). The goal of these studies is to harness the tissue-protective effects of EPO without activating hematopoietic and coagulation pathways, which might limit the clinical use of EPO for settings other than promoting erythropoiesis. In addition to developing a more clinically useful EPO molecule, it is necessary to consider potential effects of endogenous or exogenous EPO molecules that may be modified in vivo through normal physiological processes.

Beyond the influences of other cytokines on EPO effects, new and surprising information on EPO should also be taken into consideration. For example, the enzyme DPP4 (CD26), which is present on the surface of many cell types and in soluble form in the circulation, truncates chemokines such as stromal cell--derived factor-1 (SDF-1/CXCL12), and changes their biological activity ([@bib8], [@bib9]). DPP4 has similar effects on several CSFs, including EPO, truncating the protein at the N terminus--penultimate alanine or proline. Unlike full-length SDF-1, DPP4-truncated SDF-1 is inactive as a chemotactic molecule and survival factor in vitro ([@bib8]; [@bib6]) and as a homing molecule in vivo ([@bib9]), and can block the activity of full-length SDF-1. These effects are counteracted by inhibition of DPP4 by specific peptides (Diprotin A \[ILE-PRO-ILE\] or Val-Pyr) or a small molecule (sitagliptin). Similarly, DPP4 truncates EPO into a molecule incapable of inducing erythropoiesis in vitro and in vivo ([@bib6]), and truncated EPO blocks the erythropoietic activity of full-length EPO. Inhibiting DPP4 on human or mouse cells, or functionally deleting *dpp4* in mice, greatly enhances EPO-driven proliferation of erythroid progenitor cells ([@bib6]).

Although the mechanisms underlying the actions of truncated EPO have not been worked out yet, they may mimic that of DPP4-truncated GM-CSF, which fails to bind and/or activate the dodecameric GM-CSFR complex required for downstream signaling ([@bib6]). DPP4-truncated GM-CSF also binds to the GM-CSFR with greater affinity than full-length GM-CSF, thus blocking the binding of the full-length cytokine and acting as a dominant--negative inhibitor ([@bib6]). It would be of interest and potential clinical relevance to determine whether truncated EPO affects nonerythroid cell types, and if so, whether it acts as a dominant--negative molecule ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It also remains to be seen whether nonerythroid EPO target cells, or other cells in proximity to EPO targets, express DPP4, and whether inhibition or deletion of DPP4 might enhance EPO responses in these cells. Finally, it would be interesting to test whether DPP4-truncated EPO could specifically block unwanted EPO effects.

Future efforts to better understand the range of EPO target cells, the EPORs they express, and the intracellular signaling cascades they activate should be enlightening and of potential clinical utility. It will also be critical to elucidate the modifying effects of other cytokines and growth factors, as well as enzymes such as DPP4 (and perhaps others), on the structure and actions of EPO.
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